
HÜPPE Solva pure

1 for all …

GUARANTEE

30
Y E A R S ‘
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„Ultimately my people have to install the 
system. The simpler it is, the better.“

Max (43), Installer

„Anyone planning to use their shower 
enclosure in old age should have  
barrier-free entry.“

Hergen (68), Pensioner

„It needs to look good, but above all  
without being intrusive.“

Marianne (58), Teacher

„Design, layout - it makes no di�erence. The 
shower enclosure should �t in harmoniously. 
And �t the budget.“

Vanessa (37), Architect
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What must the perfect shower enclosure be like? This is what 
we asked the people we wanted to impress with our solu-
tions - retailers, architects, building contractors, owners, in-
stallers, consumers. 

We have noted and implemented their requests in 1 system 
that combines everything a modern shower enclosure 
should o�er. 
Our answer to every request: 
 
HÜPPE Solva pure.

The smart HÜPPE Solva pure shower enclosure.

HÜPPE Solva pure

All for

for all1



Entering the shower is sheer CONVENIENCE
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designed with numerous sophisticated features
CONVENIENCE

Barrier-free entry. 
All HÜPPE Solva pure models can be installed with full ease of 
access. Alternatively we also o�er a discreet drip de�ector 
strip for increased water-tightness. 

Heightened convenience. 
The integrated HÜPPE Solva pure rise & fall mechanism lifts 
the door slightly on opening - and softly lowers it again on 
closing. An innovation that you feel but do not see, because 
the technology is hidden from sight behind a discreet cover.

Ventilated this way or that. 
The door of the HÜPPE Solva pure can be opened inwards 
and outwards. It can even be left open inwards after shower-
ing. Ideal for saving space around the shower in small bath-
rooms and perfect for ventilating the shower area. This signif-
icantly reduces mould formation in the joints.

HÜPPE Solva pure

�nd out more at: www.hueppe-solva-pure.com

<   Swing door with �xed segment, 
frameless

Opens inwards and outwards 180°



The usage options are HIGHLY ADAPTABLE 
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for integrating into any layout
HIGHLY ADAPTABLE 

Making a small space large.
A folding swing door that can be folded �at against the wall 
is also part of the HÜPPE Solva pure range. This creates addi-
tional space in even the smallest bathroom. And the shower 
can still be really big.

Frameless, borderless. 
With a sloping layout or an angular bathroom - the frameless 
design of the HÜPPE Solva pure will �t the space. Even if a 
plinth or a sloped ceiling is making the shower area some-
thing of a challenge, with our wide range of slopes and cut-
outs almost any bathroom design can be completed. 

Uneven surfaces? Unimportant. 
Uneven walls in the bathroom are no rarity in old buildings. 
Luckily there are suitable wall pro�les for the HÜPPE Solva 
pure partially-framed designs. Not only do they level o� 
structural unevenness - they also create stability and wa-
ter-tightness. 

HÜPPE Solva pure

<   Folding swing door 
for corner entry, 
frameless

Folding swing door 
folded against  
the wall   >

�nd out more at: www.hueppe-solva-pure.com
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Cleaning shower panels has never been so 

and con�dent designs
SIMPLE 

With no corners or edges. 
What would be regarded as a weakness elsewhere is a real 
strength with the HÜPPE Solva pure. There are no corners or 
edges in the frameless models to get in the way of fast clean-
ing. The hinges inside are �ush with the panel, meaning that 
the shower enclosures can be easily cleaned using a conven-
tional shower squeegee.

Anti-Plaque to stop limescale trouble.
On request the Solva pure can be coated with the HÜPPE An-
ti-Plaque surface �nish. This enables the water to pearl o� the 
glass easily, essentially preventing the build-up of dirt and li-
mescale on the glass.

Out of sight, out of mind.
Nobody wants to see the screws and covers on side panels 
and �xed segments. Which is why they are screwed in and 
attached to the wall invisibly in the HÜPPE Solva pure. This is 
achieved using the HÜPPE sealing system, saving a lot of 
time during cleaning.

Thoroughly thought through.
With the HÜPPE SoftSeal technology, the hinges of the Solva 
pure are �rmly attached to the panel via a two-component 
material. One component attaches the panel, the other �ts 
around the semi-circular panel cut-out like a rubber seal. For 
optimum water-tightness. 

HÜPPE Solva pure

<   Swing door with 
side panel, frameless

HÜPPE SoftSeal technology provides �rm 
attachment

�nd out more at: www.hueppe-solva-pure.com
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Our shower enclosure is highly 

thanks to quality Made in Germany
ROBUST 

HÜPPE Solva pure

Tested under the harshest conditions.
Anything intended to enhance the appearance of the Solva 
pure as a hinge must pass tough tests - the moving parts are 
moved at least 30,000 times in the HÜPPE laboratories. Tech-
nically, two functions ensure an extremely long service life: 
the SoftSeal technology, produced by way of a solid connec-
tion between the hinge and the panel; and the integrated 
rise/fall mechanism that signi�cantly reduces wear on the 
drip de�ectors. 

Con�dently guaranteed for 30 years. 
We are so con�dent of the quality of the HÜPPE Solva pure 
that private customers receive a 30-year guarantee. This 
guarantee applies to any material and/or processing failures 
during private household use of the shower enclosure. The 
precise terms of the guarantee are speci�ed on purchase or 
can be requested directly from HÜPPE.

The period of the guarantee starts on registration of the 
HÜPPE Solva pure within 180 days of the purchase date, on-
line at www.hueppe-solva-pure.com. To register the guaran-
tee, the customer requires the invoice/proof of purchase and 
the identity number, which is stuck to the shower enclosure 
or is in the product passport delivered with it.
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Swing door with �xed segment and additional 
section as a U-shaped enclosure with glass, grey. 
More colours at www.hueppe-solva-pure.com >

Integrated rise & fall mechanism

GUARANTEE

30
Y E A R S ‘

�nd out more about the guarantee at:  
www.hueppe-solva-pure.com



HÜPPE Solva pure



The design of the system is simple and STYLISH
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and easy to installSTYLISH
Reservedly timeless.
The HÜPPE Solva pure is not aiming to take the spotlight as a 
shower enclosure. Quite the opposite - the design from re-
nowned designer duo NOA Intelligent Design is based on a 
reserved style. Timeless elegance that suits any bathroom 
set-up. An approach that brings out the best in hotels and 
homes with their own style. 

Firmly installed.
The HÜPPE Solva pure is delivered pre-assembled as far as 
possible. Installation of the few remaining loose parts is quick 
and precise thanks to assembly blocks and the HÜPPE Au-
toblock. These are used to hold the hinges in place, so the 
doors cannot move during assembly. The small assembly 
blocks can then be used as handy towel hooks. Installers ben-
e�t from e�cient, frustration-free installation - and greater 
calculation certainty.
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HÜPPE Solva pure

<   Swing door with 
�xed segment and 
additional section  
in recess, partially 
framed

�nd out more at: www.hueppe-solva-pure.com



Slopes, angles, small spaces: 
HÜPPE Solva pure can meet any challenge.

HÜPPE Solva pure

Swing door with �xed segment

Folding swing door

Swing door with additional section Swing door with �xed segment and additional section

Two-way door

Swing door 
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�nd more options at:  
www.hueppe-solva-pure.com

Quadrant, swing door with �xed segments

*

* Frameless only

Bath screens

Pentagonal swing door

Walk-In

<   Folding swing door folded 
against the wall, frameless

Moving panel/panel 
angle, frameless >



HÜPPE Solva pure

HÜPPE GmbH, Industriestraße 3, D-26160 Bad Zwischenahn
Tel.: +49 44 03/67-425 or -435, Fax: +49 44 03/67-145

E-mail hueppe@hueppe.com

www.hueppe.com 09
63
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CONVENIENCE
HIGHLY ADAPTABLE
SIMPLE
ROBUST
STYLISH

for all


